ABSTRACT The pathway to membrane fusion in synthetic and biological systems is thought to pass through hemifusion, in which the outer leaflets are fused while the inner leaflets engage in a hemifusion diaphragm (HD). Fusion has been proposed to be completed by lysis of the expanded HD that matures from a localized stalklike initial connection. However, the process that establishes the expanded HD is poorly understood. Here we mathematically modeled hemifusion of synthetic vesicles, where hemifusion and fusion are most commonly driven by calcium and membrane tension. The model shows that evolution of the hemifused state is driven by these agents and resisted by interleaflet frictional and tensile stresses. Predicted HD growth rates depend on tension and salt concentration, and agree quantitatively with experimental measurements. For typical conditions, we predict that HDs expand at~30 mm 2 /s, reaching a final equilibrium area~7% of the vesicle area. Key model outputs are the evolving HD tension and area during the growth transient, properties that may determine whether HD lysis occurs. Applying the model to numerous published experimental studies that reported fusion, our results are consistent with a final fusion step in which the HD ruptures due to super-lysis HD membrane tensions.
INTRODUCTION
Membrane fusion is essential for diverse biological processes including intracellular transport, exocytosis, and fertilization and is a key step in cell invasion by enveloped viruses such as HIV and influenza (1, 2) . Fusion consists in the merging of bilayer membrane-enclosed compartments by reconnection of the four lipid leaflets into a single bilayer, a process requiring force that is thought to be provided by fusion proteins (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . An obstacle to understanding protein-mediated fusion is that much of the underlying biophysics, even in the absence of proteins, is not established. A large research effort, both theoretical (6-10) and experimental (see Table 1 ), has aimed to uncover these basic mechanisms by studying fusion of proteinfree lipid membranes where the driving forces are most commonly provided by calcium or other divalent cations, osmotically generated membrane tension (11, 12) or PEG polymer (3) .
Considerable evidence has emerged that the fusion pathway is multistage and passes through a key intermediate, the hemifused state, in which only the proximal leaflets of the two apposing bilayers are fused ( Fig. 1) (13) (14) (15) (16) . Direct visualizations of the hemifused state revealed that the unfused distal leaflets engage one another to form a new bilayer region, the hemifusion diaphragm (HD). A broad range of sizes has been reported, including~20 mm HDs in hemagglutinin-mediated cell-bilayer hemifusion (16) , 10 mm HDs between pure lipidic giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) (17) , and~5 nm HDs in synaptic vesicles (13) . In macroscopic suspended or supported synthetic bilayer systems, HDs reach diameters of~10 mm (18) (19) (20) . In many other cases, HDs were not visualized but hemifusion was inferred from outer leaflet lipid mixing. Examples include studies of protein-free fusion and hemifusion (11, 12) , exocytosis (14) , vacuole fusion (15) , and viral fusion (5) .
Here, we study the mechanisms whereby divalent cations and membrane tension drive hemifusion of protein-free membranes on the pathway to fusion. Recently, we showed theoretically that the final hemifused equilibrium state is characterized by an expanded HD whose size depends on tension, vesicle areas, and salt concentration (10) . In this study, we mathematically model the kinetics, from the moment a hemifusion connection is nucleated between two membranes to the establishment of the mature HD. We predict the time for HDs to grow to equilibrium and we compute the time-dependent HD tension during growth. These quantities are likely critical to the fusion process that may follow hemifusion, as fusion requires the HD to rupture and the rupture probability of a membrane depends on both the magnitude and time-dependence of its tension (21) . A further complication is the fact that the process of hemifusion lowers the tension (10, 17) . The kinetics of the HD is presumably also important in biological fusion, thought to entail HD lysis similarly to synthetic membranes. For example, influenza virions establish hemifused connections with supported bilayers, but it is not known if these connections matured into fully expanded HDs in the~10 s before complete fusion occurred (5) .
The initial hemifusion connection may be a minimally sized HD, the stalk-the structure and energetics of which have been extensively analyzed theoretically (6, 9) . Our aim is to predict the evolution from such a localized connection to an equilibrated HD (Fig. 1) . Experimentally tracking this evolution has been technically challenging as HDs can be short-lived (22) and in some cases are presumably smaller than optical resolution limits. Recently Nikolaus et al. (17) directly tracked the kinetics of HD growth between synthetic GUVs using bilayer-spanning peptides excluded from hemifused regions. At lower salt concentrations, 2 mM Mg 2þ , stable HDs developed with areas~9% of the vesicle area, corresponding to HD diameters in the range 6-40 mm for the 6-55 mm GUVs employed (17) . At higher concentrations, 6 mM Ca 2þ , rapid fusion occurred and in some cases sequences were captured where shortlived HDs expanded at rates~20 mm 2 /s for~1 s. HD growth was terminated either by rupture of the HD, a fusion event, or vesicle lysis (17) .
What forces do divalent cations exert on membranes and how might these drive membranes along the pathway to fusion? Divalent cations are known to condense membranes through electrostatic forces that lower repulsions between anionic or zwitterionic lipid headgroups, causing membrane areas to decrease by factors e cation z 3-7% (23, 24) . When constraints are present to oppose this condensation tendency (e.g., constant vesicle volume), high membrane tensions result: g z 1-10 mN/m (25, 26) . Another effect of divalent cations is membrane-membrane adhesion, which could destabilize bilayers (22) .
In a previous study, we showed that, after nucleation of a hemifusion connection, divalent cation-induced membrane tension and condensation effects expand HDs to a state of hemifused equilibrium (10) . In typical experiments such as those of Nikolaus et al. (17) , only outer vesicle leaflets contact the divalent cation solution. Condensation forces are thus selectively exerted on these leaflets, a situation favoring HD growth (see Fig. 2 ). We showed that the cationically elevated membrane tension is a second driving force, because the tendency of tension to reduce membrane surface area is satisfied by HD formation as the HD is a bilayer shared by the two vesicles (8) (9) (10) . The predicted size dependencies of equilibrium HDs on vesicle areas and membrane tensions were in close quantitative agreement with the measurements by Nikolaus et al. (17) .
Here our emphasis is the HD growth process. Our immediate goal is to explain the~20-mm 2 /s growth rates measured in Nikolaus et al. (17) . HD expansion kinetics has also been measured in noncationic systems. Macroscopic suspended bilayers (SBLs) forced together by pressure grew HDs at rates~100 mm/s up to~1 mm sizes (18) whereas density-depleted supported bilayers grew~50 mm HDs at FIGURE 1 Multistage pathway to fusion through hemifusion. Divalent cations and membrane tension drive membrane bilayers to hemifusion and fusion. Evidence suggests the pathway to vesicle fusion begins with an initial hemifused connection (fused outer monolayers, red) that is a minimally sized hemifusion diaphragm (HD), i.e., the stalk, and tension-and cation-induced leaflet-condensation forces drive HD expansion to a final equilibrium state (dead-end hemifusion) unless HD tension is sufficient to cause rupture (fusion). increase with vesicle size but depend weakly on lipid composition. In most experiments, the initial HD tensions g 0 hd are well above lysis (~8 mN/m (21)), suggesting that hemifusion equilibrium was not reached but instead fusion occurred during HD growth by HD lysis.
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Our starting point is the equilibrium analysis of Warner and O'Shaughnessy (10) , where it was shown that there is a net thermodynamic driving force for HD expansion, f eq therm , which is a combination of the membrane tension g eq and the cationic condensation factor e cation ,
where k D is the interleaflet modulus (see below). The physics of hemifusion involve two classes of membrane tension: the familiar bilayer tension, g, and the interleaflet tension, g D , which reflects asymmetry between the two leaflets of the bilayer. The latter tension grows in proportion to the difference Dr between the outer and inner leaflet densi- (10, 27) . Here the reference density r 0 is the initial lipid leaflet density before hemifusion. HD expansion compresses the outer leaflets, thereby triggering interleaflet tension, which opposes HD growth (Fig. 2) (8) (9) (10) .
In the following sections we develop a mathematical model predicting the time-dependent HD area and tension, A hd (t) and g hd (t). The growing HD excites a spatially inhomogeneous field of interleaflet density differences and tensions over the two-vesicle hemifusion complex whose maximum is at the HD boundary. Technically, the HD supplies a moving boundary condition for the relaxation of these fields to uniformity (equilibrium), and the relaxation and HD growth are mutually dependent. Solving this moving boundary problem yielded the HD growth velocity and the time to reach its equilibrium size. Our predictions agree quantitatively with the measurements of Nikolaus et al. (17) and qualitatively describe HD measurements in SBL-SBL systems. We also applied our analysis to a range of published experiments where hemifusion was signaled but HD sizes were not tracked. To this end we first extended the equilibrium analysis of Warner and O'Shaughnessy (10) to the situation where hemifusion occurs in bulk suspension, realized in most of these experiments. An important output of our model is the evolving HD tension g hd (t), which can reach super-lysis levels that rupture the HD and cause fusion (7, 18) . We used this information to qualitatively describe the complete hemifusion-fusion pathway and to explain the observations of Nikolaus et al. (17) that, before equilibrium was reached, HD growth terminated either in HD rupture or vesicle lysis.
MODEL

Model of HD growth kinetics
Throughout, tension, density, and velocity variables (g, r out , r in , Dr, v out , v in , and Dv, see below) refer to the major portion of the vesicle-vesicle hemifused complex that excludes the HD. We will solve the density and velocity evolution dynamics in that region, for which the HD boundary supplies a boundary condition. In the equilibrium state, the outer leaflets of each vesicle are pulled out of the HD region and compressed, whereas in the non-HD region there is a uniform interleaflet density difference Dr h r out À r in , where r out , r in denote lipid densities in each leaflet ( Fig. 2) (10) . To achieve this, starting from a localized hemifused connection, the outer leaflets must have slid over the inner leaflets. In Evans and Yeung (27) , it was argued that in situations involving relative leaflet displacements in lipid membranes, the principal resistance is the interleaflet frictional stress lDv. Here l is the interleaflet friction coefficient and Dv h v out À v in is the difference between the lipid velocities in each leaflet. Below, we will show that, The driving force for HD growth sums' contributions from membrane tension g and cation-induced condensation effects (Eq. 1). The net force compresses (expands) the outer (inner) leaflets, increasing the difference in leaflet lipid densities r out , r in , which increases the interleaflet tension g D opposing HD growth. The lipid velocities y out , y in in each leaflet are unequal, and their relative sliding is opposed by interleaflet friction. The balance of tensile and frictional forces determines the HD boundary velocity, dR hd /dt, and the evolution of HD tension g hd .
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Evolution of the Hemifused Intermediateduring HD expansion, balance of thermodynamic tensile forces and interleaflet frictional stresses determines the evolution of the time-and space-dependent density and velocity difference fields and the HD growth rate. HD equilibrium is reached after a characteristic relaxation timescale over which Dr reaches uniformity.
The force balance equates the frictional and interleaflet tensile stresses at each point in the membrane bounding the hemifused vesicle-vesicle complex: ÀlDv ¼ Vg D , where the gradient is taken in the surface. Here the interleaflet tension depends on the local areal strain Dr/r 0 :
The continuity equation dDr/dt ¼ Àr 0 V,(Dv) then yields
These equations evolve the velocity and density interleaflet difference at every location r in the membrane that defines the surface of the hemifused complex ( Fig. 2) . Their form is that of the diffusion equation with effective diffusion coefficient D. The same equations were previously derived to model extraction of membrane tubes from vesicles (27) . A similar equation was used to describe PEG-mediated HD growth between mica-supported bilayers (8) . In that model only outer leaflet dynamics were considered and the boundary conditions were qualitatively different from those employed here (see below). The connection with HD dynamics arises via the boundary condition at the rim of the growing HD of radius R hd (t). Now in the hemifused topology, the HD leaflets and the inner vesicle leaflets are connected and thus have equal chemical potentials, but unequal densities. To leading order in the difference between the mean lipid densities of the HD and inner leaflets, it was shown in Warner and O'Shaughnessy (10) that in equilibrium a fundamental global relationship relates the interleaflet and bilayer tensions:
During HD growth, this global relationship now applies locally at the HD boundary owing to the leaflet connectivity between HD and non-HD regions. Using this in Eq. 3, one finds that the density difference at the rim is proportional to the HD driving force for growth,
This is the dynamic boundary condition for the density difference field dynamics (Eq. 4). Note that the driving force f therm (t) is now time-dependent as vesicle tension g(t) relaxes throughout HD growth because the presence of an HD decreases the total bilayer area; in the following subsection the tension falloff is calculated and shown to depend only on the current HD area.
In the Supporting Material, we show that the HD growth velocity itself depends on the relative leaflet velocity at the rim, dR hd =dt ¼ ðDvÞ r¼R hd , which in turn depends on the local density gradient (Eq. 4). The HD expansion rate is
Thus, calculation of the HD growth rate amounts to solving a moving boundary problem. The diffusion-like expressions from Eq. 4 are solved with the density condition at the moving HD boundary from Eq. 5, and the density solution then yields the HD growth velocity through Eq. 6. This allows the boundary location in Eq. 5 to be continuously updated.
Decay of vesicle tension during HD growth
To solve the growth kinetics above, we need the time-dependent vesicle tension g(t) appearing in the driving force of Eq. 5. During the transient that leads to hemifusion equilibrium of a vesicle pair, the vesicle membrane tension decreases from the value before hemifusion, g 0 , because HD growth decreases the total bilayer surface area (Fig. 2) . Thus, the driving force progressively diminishes. Generally, the bilayer tension change depends on the change in the mean of the leaflet lipid densities, rhðr in þ r out Þ=2,
where K is the bilayer elastic modulus (27, 29) . It follows that the bilayer tension g (in contrast to the interleaflet tension g 6 ) is essentially constant over the entire membrane surface because relaxation of gradients in the mean density r is fast, as no relative leaflet motion is required so that only relatively weak hydrodynamic drag forces are involved (27, 28, 30) . The time decay of the tension depends on whether or not the hemifusing vesicles adhere to a substrate. Let us now analyze these two practically important cases, assuming no leakage (fixed vesicle volume on experimental timescales). For the experiments of Nikolaus et al. (17) , this assumption is valid, as five of the six GUVs that were tracked had constant volume during the HD growth episodes that lasted seconds (see the Supporting Material). We note that leakage was absent in other experiments under similar conditions (31, 32) . For simplicity, our analysis will assume small HD area relative to the vesicle area.
Hemifusion of vesicles in bulk suspension (no substrate adhesion)
Typical experiments track fusion of vesicles in bulk solution. The presence of an HD squeezes the lipids in the non-HD regions and increases the density by amount r 0 A hd /(2A ves ) to leading order in the small quantity A hd /A ves (Fig. 2) . Then from Eq. 7 the tension has a simple linear dependence on the HD area A hd (t),
We used this relation to continuously update the boundary condition of Eq. 5.
Hemifusion of vesicles adhered to a substrate
In the experiments of Nikolaus et al. (17) and Estes et al. (33) , vesicles were observed on a substrate or coverslip, and in hemifusion equilibrium vesicle-substrate contact angles of adhering vesicles were measured (17) . Adhesion has the effect of buffering the vesicle tension: attachment to the substrate stretches the vesicle, thus decreasing the membrane density r and so increasing the tension. In the Supporting Material, we show this leads to a significantly slower decay of tension:
Here W is the adhesion surface energy density that determines the contact angle q s according to Young's equation, (34) . Thus, tension buffering by surface adhesion increases the tension by Dg adh relative to the value in Eq. 8 for vesicles in bulk suspension. When we solved our HD growth models for this case, at each time Eq. 9 was implicitly solved for the above-referenced tension using the same HD area. This was then used to update the boundary condition of Eq. 5.
Asymmetric hemifusion
The model and results above assumed the two hemifusing vesicles are identical. In the Supporting Material we generalized the analysis to hemifusion of vesicles with arbitrary size and tension (see Eqs. S3-S7 in the Supporting Material). The physics of asymmetric hemifusion are similar, but now two density fields Dr 1 , Dr 2 follow the diffusionlike equation of Eq. 4, one for each vesicle. The boundary condition for each vesicle depends on the corresponding driving force
analogously to Eq. 5. In the generalization of Eq. 6, the HD expansion rate depends on the mean of the gradients of Dr 1 and Dr 2 at the HD boundary. An important difference is that there is now net flow of outer leaflet lipids from the less tense to the more tense vesicle and the tension decay of Eq. 9 is correspondingly more complex.
RESULTS
Model predictions for HD growth kinetics agree with measurements from another study
We first applied our model to the experiments of Nikolaus et al. (17) , the only quantitative measurements of HD growth kinetics during vesicle-vesicle hemifusion, to our knowledge. These experiments tracked the growth of HDs on the pathway to either fusion or vesicle lysis. The predicted time course of HD sizes agreed with the experimental measurements, and the calculated tensions explained the observed fusion events. Three GUV pairs with lipid composition 60% DOPC, 20% DOPS, and 20% DOPE adhered to the coverslip and were hemifused in 6 mM Ca 2þ ( Fig. 3 , A-C). In each case, an HD grew at~30 mm 2 /s, and then ruptured to give fusion (vesicle pairs 1 and 2, blue and red in Fig. 3, respectively) or the smaller vesicle lysed (green pair).
Parameter values
We first estimated the model parameters for these experimental conditions. The 6 mM Ca 2þ increases membrane tension and selectively condenses the outer vesicle leaflets (see Introduction). To quantify these effects we computed the composition-weighted average tension and condensation factor based on measured or estimated values for the pure lipid species under these conditions (23-25) (see the Supporting Material for details). This gave g 0 ¼ 8.6 mN/m for the prehemifusion tension and e cation ¼ 6.5% for the cation-induced condensation factor. The vesicle diameters were directly measured in Nikolaus et al. (17) , while the vesicle-substrate adhesion energy for this system was previously calculated, W ¼ 1.1 mN/m (10).
HD area
Using these parameter values, the system of model equations (Eqs. 4 and 7, and see Eq. S3 and Eq. S7 in the Supporting Material) was solved numerically for each vesicle pair using a standard finite difference technique (35) . Numerical predictions of A hd (t) are plotted in Fig. 3 , B and C, along with the measured data. We fit the predicted HD trajectories A hd (t) to those measured experimentally for the blue and red vesicle pairs using the interleaflet friction coefficient (36) .
Whereas the blue and red vesicle pairs grew HDs at indistinguishable rates, the green pair produced faster growth, suggesting its membrane tension was higher. Such variations could reflect variable proximity to the micropipette used to inject concentrated Ca 2þ into the solution (J. Nikolaus, Humboldt University, personal communication, 2011). Using the above best fit l-value, for the green pair we fit for the initial membrane tension that yielded g 0 ¼ 15 5 2 mN/m. Overall, the model-predicted HD area evolutions are consistent with experiment for all three pairs (Fig. 3, B and C).
Vesicle tensions and HD tension
We used the model to calculate the time-dependent vesicle and HD tensions during HD growth, solved for concurrently with HD area (Fig. 3, D-F) . For the blue and red pairs, the predicted vesicle tension decays from the initial value g 0 ¼ 8.6 mN/m, eventually reaching the equilibrium value~3-4 mN/m, whereas the HD tension begins at~17 mN/m and decays to~5 mN/m in equilibrium. Now these two experimental growth trajectories were both interrupted by HD rupture at the times indicated in the plots in Fig. 3 , D and E. Consistent with these observations, the model-predicted HD tensions at the instants of HD rupture exceed the rupture threshold~8 mN/m measured in Evans et al. (21) .
Hemifusion in bulk suspension: HD growth rates, equilibrium size, and equilibrium tension
In the previous section, the experiments of Nikolaus et al. (17) were analyzed, where tension is buffered because the hemifusing vesicles are adhered to a substrate. In this section we apply the model to a second class of experiments, where the vesicles are in bulk suspension (Table 1 ) and the tension decay during HD growth is far more pronounced (compare to Eqs. 8 and 9). For simplicity, symmetric hemifusion is treated below.
HD equilibrium
Using Eq. 8 in Eq. 2 gives the equilibrium HD area and tension
where the driving force and membrane tension in the equilibrium state are
Note that by the time equilibrium has been attained, the driving force has decayed by the factor relative to its prehemifused value when the tension was g 0 . To apply the above results to experimental systems we will estimate the initial tension g 0 from published membrane tension measurements in the presence of divalent cations and use Eq. 12 for the decay factor. This differs from our procedure for the experiments of Nikolaus et al. (17) where contact angles gave a readout of the equilibrium tension (10) . Note also that the cation-induced tension and condensation factor are physically related: we estimate that typically g 0 z (K/2)e cation . Using this relation in the expressions above shows that cation-induced stresses are almost completely relaxed by HD growth. This contrasts with situations with vesicle-substrate adhesion where vesicle and HD tensions remain high.
Micron-sized vesicles grow HDs in~0.1 s
We numerically solved the model equations for vesicles sizes in the micron range having typical lipid composition, with a range of initial hemifusion driving forces corresponding to calcium concentrations~1 mM to~3 mM. The initial HD areal growth rate increased with driving force but was independent of vesicle area. The equilibrium HD size was approached after times in a range~0.05 s (smallest vesicles, highest driving force) to~0.15 s (largest vesicles, smallest driving force) (Fig. 4, B and F) . Final equilibrium areas increased linearly with the initial driving force (Fig. 4 E) , consistent with the analytical predictions of Eq. 10.
The evolutions of vesicle and HD tensions are shown in Fig. 4 , C and D, respectively. At high driving forces their initial values exceed the rupture threshold, but with time decay to subthreshold values. This suggests that HD rupture could interrupt HD growth, but, if avoided in the early episode, the final outcome would then be stable hemifusion.
Initial HD growth rates are independent of vesicle size
How does the HD growth rate depend on the sizes of the hemifusing vesicles, membrane tension and salt concentration? For early times, shortly after formation of a localized hemifusion connection, we could solve the HD growth kinetic equations Eqs. 4-6 exactly (see Appendix). This showed that 1), the HD area increases linearly in time and 2), the initial growth rate is the same for all vesicle sizes, but 3), it increases with tension and salt concentration:
Thus for times less than the HD equilibration time t eq , the HD area increases at a rate that increases almost linearly (to within a logarithmic factor) with the initial driving force, f 0 therm , set by the initial tension and the salt condensation factor. From numerical solutions we find the prefactor c ¼ 10.6 for small driving forces f 0 therm . In Fig. 5 we plot the predictions of Eq. 13 for a range of vesicle tensions (0 < g < 10 mN/m) and condensation factors (0 < e cation < 0.07). These short time analytical predictions agree qualitatively with the experiments of Nikolaus et al. (Fig. 3 C) , including the vesicle size-independence of the early growth rate and the linear dependence on time. They are also confirmed 
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Evolution of the Hemifused Intermediateby numerical solutions, also shown in Fig. 3 C. An important technical point is that the linear dependence on time might not be expected because our moving boundary equations describing HD growth are formally equivalent to a two-dimensional reaction-diffusion system (see Appendix) where inverse logarithmic time dependencies typically arise (37, 38) . If the HD growth rate had this time dependence, the curvature in Fig. 3 C would be far greater (there is a small curvature due to finite time corrections). Its absence arises because the HD expansion is just fast enough to cancel the logarithmic time factor, leading to a constant slope in Eq. 13.
Hemifusion equilibration time is proportional to vesicle area
How long does it take for a HD to grow to its equilibrium size? From our model equations (Eqs. [4] [5] [6] , it is simple to show that, for symmetric hemifusion, the HD equilibration time is directly proportional to vesicle area A ves ,
where the prefactor b depends very weakly on the driving force f 0 therm (see below). This result can be understood as follows. The kinetic equations describe diffusive-like propagation of an outer leaflet compression wave Dr(r,t) extending outward from the rim of the growing HD. The compressed portion of the outer leaflet extends the diffusion distance~(Dt) 1/2 away from the HD into the non-HD part of each hemifused vesicle where D ¼ k D /l is the effective diffusivity. Because HD equilibration requires complete outer leaflet compression the equilibrium timescale is essentially the diffusion time A ves /D for the entire vesicle area.
Using an equilibrium criterion that HD area reach 95% of its final value, we verified this result by numerical solution of the kinetic equations that showed the prefactor b depends logarithmically on the dimensionless driving force, b ¼ 0.11 ln(1/f 0 therm ), for small forces. Fig. 4 F shows that the dependence of the equilibration time on vesicle area predicted by Eq. 14 is consistent with numerical solutions for the six vesicle pairs of Fig. 4 A.
HD growth depends on divalent cation concentration and lipid composition
Next we applied our model to representative divalent cationdriven bulk suspension fusion studies published in recent years spanning a wide vesicle size range, from~50-nm SUVs to~100-nm unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) to micronscale GUVs (see Table 1 ). Fusion was reported but hemifusion was not tracked, with the exception of Nikolaus et al. (17) . Our results suggest that, in many cases, hemifusion preceded fusion. For each experiment, analogously to our procedure for Nikolaus et al. (17) described above, we used the reported cation concentration and lipid composition to estimate the vesicle tension and condensation factor based on linear composition dependence and published data for pure lipid species. Together with the reported vesicle sizes, we used these parameters in Eqs. 10-12 to predict the equilibrium HD size and equilibration time, taking the values of the interleaflet modulus k D and friction coefficient l obtained by fitting the data of Nikolaus et al.
For these salt conditions we find HDs are~3-10% of the vesicle area. The results are listed in Table 1 and plotted in Fig. 6 A: HDs between hemifusing GUVs grow to~3-10 mm in~8-100 s, whereas in SUV and LUV systems HD sizes of 11-27 nm develop after~0.1-0.5 ms. For most experimental conditions we found the HD tension initially exceeds the membrane lysis threshold, but would drop safely below it if the HD can reach equilibrium (Table 1) .
To document the effect of calcium concentration over a broad range, we then calculated initial HD growth rates, equilibration times, and equilibrium HD sizes for [Ca 2þ ] up to 10 mM (Fig. 6, B-D) . We considered two lipid compositions: pure DOPS membranes (e.g., Ohki (25) and Rand et al. (32) ) and a mixture of 60% DOPC, 20% DOPS, 20% DOPE (e.g., Nikolaus et al. (17)). For each [Ca 2þ ] value the tension and condensation factor were computed (as described above for the experiments of Table 1 ) and input into our model results. Interestingly, the predicted HD growth rate increases monotonically with [Ca 2þ ] for pure DOPS whereas for mixed lipid vesicles a maximum is reached near 2.5 mM Ca 2þ . The maximum arises because the reported lipid condensation strength of PC peaks at this concentration (23) . Correspondingly, the lipid mixture equilibration time and equilibrium area reach minimum FIGURE 5 Model predictions for initial rate of growth of hemifusion diaphragm area. Exact analytical predictions of Eq. 13 are plotted. HD areal growth rates increase with membrane tension g and divalent cationic outer leaflet condensation factor e cation , independently of vesicle areas.
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and maximum values, respectively, at about the same calcium level (Fig. 6, C and D) .
DISCUSSION
Calcium drives HD areal growth at typical rates 10-50 mm 2 /s Fusion of protein-free membranes in the presence of calcium or magnesium cations has been widely studied (Table  1 ). Here we showed that divalent cations provide driving forces for hemifusion on the pathway to fusion. Consider membranes of typical lipid composition, 60% DOPC, 20% DOPS, 20% DOPE, in typical salt conditions, 6 mM Ca 2þ . Our mathematical model then predicts that a localized stalklike hemifusion connection between two vesicles expands at a rate~30 mm 2 /s and grows to a final equilibrium area that is~7% of the vesicle area. Thus, 50-nm diameter SUVs grow 20 nm HDs in~0.1 ms, whereas 20 mm GUVs grow~8 mm HDs in~30 s. Applied to the GUV-GUV hemifusion-fusion study of Nikolaus et al. (17) , the model quantitatively reproduced the observed behavior in which spontaneously nucleated hemifusion connections grew at rates~20 mm 2 /s into micron-sized HDs from a small initial size, less than optical resolution.
Expansion of a hemifusion connection compresses the outer monolayers and reduces the total bilayer area (Fig. 2) . Correspondingly, our analysis showed that cations drive HD expansion by 1), selective outer monolayer condensation, and 2), increasing the membrane tension. As both effects are concentration-and composition-dependent, the areal growth rate, the final equilibrium HD size, and the HD equilibration time all depend on cation concentration and lipid composition (Fig. 6) . For example, for the composition of Nikolaus et al. (17), we predict that increasing Ca 2þ from 1 mM to 6 mM increases the initial HD growth rate from~10-40 mm 2 /s. Our study emphasized micron-scale or larger vesicles where HD line tension effects are unimportant once an initial kinetic barrier is overcome. This is reflected in the equilibrium HD radius R eq hd being much larger than the critical radius, R eq hd >R crit , a condition that holds for many of the experiments in Table 1 involving even SUVs (~70 nm) or LUVs (~100 nm). However, for the smallest vesicles HD line tension and curvature stress effects may become important in which case our framework provides a guide only.
Membrane tension drives hemifusion even in the absence of cations
In synthetic fusion systems tension can be generated by osmotic gradients (11, 12) , micropipette aspiration (39), or by SBL lipid reservoirs (see below) (18) . In vesicle-SBL experiments with Ca 2þ , fusion requires osmotically generated tension (11) , whereas in computer simulations tension promoted hemifusion and fusion without Ca 2þ (40) . Our model revealed the mechanism whereby tension drives hemifusion, originating from the fact that HD formation reduces total bilayer surface area. For example, we predict that increasing tension from 2 to 8 mN/m increases the initial HD growth rate from~3 to 25 mm 2 /s (Fig. 5 , e cation ¼ 0) and the equilibrium HD area increases from~1 to 5% of the vesicle area (Eq. 11).
The model is consistent with the observed kinetics of hemifusion between macroscopic suspended bilayers Though our model addressed vesicle-vesicle hemifusion, at short times when the HD is much smaller than the vesicles the predictions apply equally well to hemifusion between macroscopic SBLs, typically (1 mm in size. Now three key experimental findings reported in such SBL systems (18) were 1), the HD area grows linearly in time and 2), the growth rate increases with increasing membrane tension, but 3), is independent of SBL area. As the SBL tension is maintained constant by a lipid reservoir attaching it to a solid orifice across which the bilayer is suspended (41), the short time HD growth law predicted by the model from Eq. 13 is expected to apply for minutes. It follows that the model's predictions are in agreement with all three of these key observations.
Evolution of the hemifusion diaphragm from a stalk
After nucleation, the initial hemifusion connection may be a collapsed HD, known as a stalk. Due to the effective line-tension T hd of the HD rim, expansion of the stalk is expected to be free-energetically costly (8) (9) (10) . In Warner and O'Shaughnessy (10), we showed that, in consequence, the stalk is metastable, and before HD expansion can begin it must grow to a critical radius R crit ¼ T hd /(2k D f 0 therm ) to overcome a free energy barrier of height F crit ¼ pT hd R crit . Thereafter, the HD expands according to the kinetics described in this article and the line-tension free energy contribution is rapidly overwhelmed by that from the expansion driving force, f therm . Using these results, we calculated the free energy barriers and critical HD radii for each of the experiments listed in Table 1 after using Kozlovsky et al. (7) and Kooijman et al. (42) to estimate the line tension as a function of lipid composition. For the experiments of Nikolaus et al. to which we compared our model predictions in this study, the estimated barrier height is~24 kT. Consistent with their observations of expanding HDs, this is less than the~40 kT barrier that can be surmounted on timescales of seconds as estimated from membrane electroporation experiments (4) .
For all other experiments of Table 1 the barriers would be overcome on experimental timescales, with the exception of Estes et al. (33) , where very low salt concentrations were used and in studies of pure phosphatidylserine (PS) membranes whose positive spontaneous membrane curvature leads to high line-tension. Our model predicts that phosphatidic acid (PA) lipids by contrast are highly hemifusogenic, having large negative spontaneous curvature (42) and thus presenting very small (a few kT) energy barriers to HD growth. This may be a factor in the low threshold cation concentration required to fuse PA lipid membranes (26, 43) compared to that for PS membranes (25, 44) .
A model for the complete hemifusion-fusion pathway
Our analysis of hemifusion kinetics provides a framework to model the full pathway to fusion via hemifusion. Our analysis determines, for the first time to our knowledge, the evolution of HD area and tension during the hemifusion transient, both of which have been proposed to promote fusion through HD rupture (7, 10, 11, 18) . If fusion requires that the HD tension exceed the lysis threshold for sufficiently long, then we can use our own analysis to deduce whether or not fusion occurs under given experimental conditions. For example, in the experiments of Nikolaus et al, our model predicts that the HD tensions for two pairs (blue and red pairs in Fig. 3 ) exceeded the measured rupture threshold tensions (e.g., 8 mN/m measured in Evans et al. (21) ), consistent with their eventual rupture to give fusion. Similarly, our estimates for the initial HD tensions in the other experiments of Table 1 are all super-lysis except for Estes et al. (33) , suggesting that the fusion that was observed in these studies may have been produced by tension-driven HD rupture. On the other hand, because HD tension decays during growth (Fig. 4, C and D) , our model suggests that a dead-end hemifused state will result if the initial tension is low or if an early super-lysis episode is survived, consistent with the equilibrium HDs observed in Nikolaus et al. (17) in low salt. Such effects were demonstrated in computer simulations of fusion, where high tension promoted fusion through rupture of small but expanding HDs, before membrane tension was relaxed by HD expansion (45) .
Effects of vesicle-vesicle adhesion
In some cases, adhesion of the vesicles precedes their hemifusion, an effect neglected by our analysis. In the experiments of Nikolaus et al. (17) , to which we quantitatively compared our model predictions, such effects are apparently weak: at high salt (6 mM Ca 2þ ), small adhesion zones and contact angles were seen initially, typically eliminated by the growing HD, whereas at low salt (2 mM Mg 2þ ) adhesion was absent in their equilibrium hemifused complexes. However, in other fusing systems such as the pure DOPS vesicles of Rand et al. (32) , substantial adhesion zones are seen. In such cases, the production of an HD decreases the outer leaflet area available for adhesion. Thus, adhesion is expected to retard HD growth and produce smaller equilibrium HDs, as the driving force for hemifusion is reduced (f therm of Eqs. 1 and 5). Fusion kinetics will also be affected: for a given vesicle tension, adhesion lowers the HD tension due to the finite contact angle that adjusts the force balance at the HD rim; on the other hand, vesicle and HD tensions tend to be greater as adhesion deforms and stretches the vesicles (32) . These two tendencies are expected to suppress and enhance fusion, respectively.
Implications for biological fusion
Hemifusion in biological systems is commonly observed (13) (14) (15) (16) . Presumably the fusion machinery operates within the constraints of the membrane biophysics established in this work. Calcium pulses regulate fusion events in cells and activate calcium sensors that could include synaptotagmin (1). Our work suggests that such pulses may also induce significant local membrane tension and lipid condensation (10) because local cellular concentrations rise to typical levels of 25-300 mM Ca 2þ (46) that could locally generate dimensionless driving forces f therm~0 .5-4% (10) . Using these forces in Eq. 14, for 50-200-nm secretory vesicles our model suggests Ca 2þ pulses would create (10 nm HDs on an equilibration timescale of~0.1-1 ms.
Interestingly, this timescale is of the same order as the millisecond timescales thought to characterize neurotransmitter release following the calcium pulse (47) .
Experimental outlook
Our modeling study motivates several experiments. Divalent cations drive hemifusion because they increase membrane tension and decrease membrane area. The dependencies of these effects on cation concentration are key input data for our model. We estimated tensions and condensation factors by taking composition-weighted sums of literature values measured for pure lipid species (23) (24) (25) . The estimated condensation factors e cation are similar to those computed from simulations of PC/PS mixtures (48) . However, a far superior procedure would be to independently measure these properties over a range of Ca 2þ and Mg 2þ concentrations in membranes with the same lipid composition as the hemifusing membranes.
Although the experimental method of Nikolaus et al. enables direct measurement of HD and vesicle sizes, the membrane tension and condensation factors are not directly available and both are controlled by divalent cation concentration in an unknown manner. A powerful experimental approach would be to hemifuse micropipette-aspirated GUVs (a similar approach was used to study EuCl 3 -mediated fusion pore expansion in Haluska et al. (39)). Then the tension g would be controlled by the pipette aspiration pressure, whereas the condensation factor e cation could be precisely determined for each concentration by setting the tension to zero, measuring the equilibrium HD area A eq hd and using the relation e cation ¼ A eq hd =A ves (Eq. 2). Thus, the HD area would provide a direct readout of the cationic condensation factor and the hemifusion driving force could be directly controlled.
APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF EARLY TIME HD GROWTH LAW, EQ. 10
In this Appendix we show the HD area grows linearly in time for short times, _ A hd ¼ bD, where D ¼ k D /l and b is a time-independent factor depending on the driving force for HD growth, f therm . Defining the shifted density field p(r,t) h Dr* À Dr, where Dr* is the value at the HD rim, r ¼ R hd (t), the diffusion-like equation of Eq. 8 becomes 
For short times the geometry is effectively planar as the region where Dr is substantial is much smaller than the vesicle radius. The HD boundary velocity is given by
proportional to the current. These dynamics are equivalent to a two-dimensional reaction-diffusion system with an infinitely strong reaction sink in the HD region r > R hd (t). The quantity we seek is the reaction rate, _ N, equal to the current per unit length of sink boundary times 2pR hd . Thus _ N ¼ r 0 _ A hd . The complexity is that the sink is growing in size.Let Q be the sink reaction rate per particle. Below, we will take the limit Q / N to obtain the solution of Eq. 15 
where G(r -r 0 , t À t 0 ) is the probability a particle at r 0 at time t 0 arrives at r at time t. Now the average value p of p in the sink region obeys 
is the probability a particle on the HD perimeter at t 0 lies within the HD region r % R hd (t) at t, and b r 0 is a constant unit radial vector. We assumed Q is so large that within the sink p(r,t) is substantial only near r ¼ R hd (t). We now make the Ansatz A hd (t) ¼ bDt. 
